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When someone wants
to talk to you about
analytics…



Learning
Objectives

Recognize the use and
value of analytics

Learn the four levels of HR
analytics

Understand the steps
involved in HR analytics

Slides are at
MarciaDickersonConsulting.com/free-resources



Traditional HR versus HR Analytics

Traditional HR records and
stores individual data. 

HR analytics gathers, analyzes, and 
reports aggregated data.

Aggregated data tells a story that individual experience does not.



With analytics, HR can...

Create a business
case for HR

interventions

Test the
effectiveness of
HR interventions

Make better
decisions about
HR interventions

Be a strategic
partner with  top

management



Bring in high performing employees

Increase employee engagement

Help set production goals

Promote your best talent

Detect bias to eliminate itInformed decisions from data can:

Specific ROI
from
Analytics



Diagnostic

What is going on?

Why is this
happening?

What will change
outcomes?

How much turnover do we
have?

Is poor onboarding leading to
turnover?

Can improved onboarding
reduce turnover?

Descriptive

Predictive

Four Levels of Data Analytics

Observation and
reporting

What should we be
doing?

Our new onboarding program
will reduce turnover by 20%.Prescriptive Plans for the

future

Comparisons

Tests of
hypotheses



Steps to take

Ask the
question

Locate or
gather the

data

Clean the
data

Analyze the
data

Answer the
question



Ask the
Question

Broad enough to address
firm outcomes
Specific enough to find data

Rather than ask these ....

Rephrase to these...
Which recruitment sources produce
employees who stay the longest?
Which managers have the highest turnover
rate in their area?
At what rate are we promoting women?

Where should we recruit?
Who are our best managers?
How many women do we employ?



Locate/Gather Data

Revenue per employee

Employee performance

Goal tracking

Demographics

Headcount

Time to hire

Retention rate

Employee engagement

Turnover rate

New hire turnover Time tracking Training and
development



Prepare data for analysis by removing or modifying data that is incorrect,
incomplete, conflicting, duplicated, or improperly formatted 

Goal is to maximize a dataset’s accuracy without losing information

Clean the Data



Frequencies
Rate
Mean, median, and standard deviation
Correlation
Regression

Analyze the data



Answer the
question

increasing speed
improving accuracy
simplifying communication

Data visualization (charts and graphs) makes raw data
understandable
Data visualization improves decision making by



What next?
Here are some resources to
help you get started

Four levels of data analytics
https://www.pluralsight.com/blog/data-professional/data-
informed-decisions
https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/resources/blogs/four-
stages-workforce-analytics-what-level-are-you-infographic/

Types of analytics questions
https://learn.g2.com/hr-analytics

Analytics ROI
https://www.millanchicago.com/resources/5-ways-people-
analytics-delivers-a-strong-roi-for-your-organization

Basics of analytics
https://www.aihr.com/blog/what-is-hr-analytics/

https://www.pluralsight.com/blog/data-professional/data-informed-decisions
https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/resources/blogs/four-stages-workforce-analytics-what-level-are-you-infographic/
https://learn.g2.com/hr-analytics
https://www.aihr.com/blog/what-is-hr-analytics/
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